Zoomed echo-planar diffusion tensor imaging for MR tractography of the prostate gland neurovascular bundle without an endorectal coil: a feasibility study.
The purpose of this study was to assess the feasibility of zoomed echo-planar imaging (EPI) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) with 2-channel parallel transmission (pTx) for MR tractography of the periprostatic neurovascular bundle (NVB) without an endorectal coil, and to compare its performance to that of conventionally acquired DTI. 8 healthy males (28.9 ± 4.6 years) underwent pelvic phased-array coil prostate MRI on a 3T system using both zoomed-EPI DTI (z-DTI) with 2-channel pTx and conventional single-shot spin-echo EPI DTI (c-DTI) acquisitions with 6 encoding directions and b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm(2). Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps and tractography analysis incorporating 3D visualization of the NVB were performed from each acquisition. Fiber tract counts, estimated signal-to-noise ratio (eSNR), and image quality measures of the FA maps and NVB tractography were compared. Quantitative and image quality measures were compared using Wilcoxon signed rank tests. 3 of 8 subjects had no tracts detected with c-DTI acquisition, while all 8 had tracts detected with z-DTI. z-DTI acquisition yielded significantly more fiber tracts (c-DTI: 77 ± 116 tracts; z-DTI: 430 ± 228 tracts; p = 0.019) and higher eSNR (c-DTI: 2.9 ± 1.2; z-DTI: 13.17 ± 9.9; p = 0.014). Relative to c-DTI acquisitions, z-DTI FA maps showed significantly reduced artifact (p = 0.008) and reduced anatomic distortion of the prostate (p = 0.010), while z-DTI tractography showed significantly better overall visual quality (p = 0.011), tract symmetry (p = 0.010), tract coherence (p = 0.011), and subjective similarity to the actual NVB (p = 0.011). Zoomed-EPI DTI acquisition for tractography of the prostate gland NVB improves quantitative and qualitative measures of image and tract fiber quality, allowing tractography of the NVB at 3T without using an endorectal coil.